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:hered from the visit of the Editor-in-Chief to Srinagar, as well as 

MOVEMENT OF JOURNALISTS CONTINUES TO BE 

RESTRICTED 

3. That movement of journalists, iil<;ludin:g photo and video journalists, 

in Srinagar, continues to be restricted by security forces, who man the 

check posts, barricades and concertina wires that are erected across 

the city. Some journalists have been issued a movement pass (akin to 

curfew pass), however the same does not ensure unrestricted access to 

all public places to enable the journalist to perform his work. The 

movement of journalists is decided by security forces manning the 

check points, who often do not allow journalists holding .a movement 

pass, to move from one area to the other. Journalists, and in particular 

Kashmiri journalists, despite being armed with a Press Card and 

movement pass, have been hindered from news gathering and news 

reporting, and their movement curtailed. 

4. That journalists are not being allowed to enter certain parts of 

Srinagar, especially the Downtown area, which is considered as a 

sensitive locality. Despite havii1g movement passes issued by the 

Divisional Commissioner, journalists are not allowed to enter 

Downtown by the. security forces. Upon enquiry, journalists are not 

provided any answers as to under what Orders or law are they being 

denied entry. The staffers of Kashmir Times, including The Editor In-
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Chief, were also den~ed entry to Downtown. Many journalists have 

faced hostility and aggression while seeking access and are fearful of 

1
the security forces at the check point. 

-~~l.J cr""'·' 

---------·- 5. Local journalists who travel on their personal motorbikes are also 

b~ing routinely harassed at security check-points. Their motorbikes 

are seized by security forces, and they are asked to prove that they are 

journalists. On showing their press cards or/and movement passes, the 

journalists are infonned that these cards will not suffice and that the 

motorbikes will be released only after someone from the J &K police 

~~~~ identifies the journalist. Thereafter, the onus is on the journalists to 
"'\~"" ...z..t~ ' ' 

l 0-q • su""\~ · trek to the nearest police station known to them, and request an officer 
'( <!!' ""'· 1? ('• rii ""' I' . . ~ 

\ 1'.7) • \: ,, (. :~, ,~) of J&K Police to accompany the journalist back to the security check-
' ""Q 'J)J"' '::> ' 

~~ ._.;;,r. \\\ ''j• point where the motorbike is seized. It is only upon the police officer 

~MUG~-, -
identifying the journalist, that the motorbike is released to the 

journalist. Thus, in effect, the press cards and movement passes are 

· rendered ineffective and pointless. A Kashmir Times staffer had a 

similar experience on August 28, 2019, afternoon when he was asked 

to leave the motor-cycle at a check-point at Polo View, Srinagar, and 

asked to come back at 5.00 PM to the Police Station at Kothi Bagh for 

getting his vehicle. Again on August 29, 2019, another staffer's 

motor-cycle was seized at a check..;point close to Brein on Boulevard 

Road in the morning. He had to trek to the Nishat Bagh Police Station 

from where a police official went with him to get his vehicle released 

after about two hours. 
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6. That there is a complete absence of public transport available m 

Kashmir due to the prevailing restrictions, and the few autos and taxis 

\that are plying on the roads are. exorbitantly priced, uncertain and 

fl!: 
lie , infrequent. The seizure of privut'e modes of transport is therefore 

particularly alarming and disabling for the press, as it does not allow 
' \ 

journalists to travel within and outside Srinagar. The information 

blackhole around the rural areas and other districts of Kashmir thus 

continues. 

7. That the printing press for the Srinagar edition of Kashmir Times is 

located at Rangreth Industrial Area, about eleven kilometers away 

~--~- from the bureau office in the Press Lane, Srinagar. As printing for the 
/~-

~\~\:. l"<IV 14~~' 

/~,-f. 00~~'"\ ~~:~ Srinagar edition of the newspaper can only be done at night after 

" O· '?. f;S~-.J{:. ~~~;._';', \ compiling the news of the day, it is impossible to print this edition, 
6 ,, ~\ -, 

\ b \ ..... ~~-;:~ '0~·,)..~~\ J/ given that staffers cannot commute to the printing press. It is also 
\:. I: \-l\!ij.\ ~-.I_ 

· ·~~ pertinent that only journalists havt~ movement passes, while technical 

staffers working at the printing press have not been provided the 

same. The further inability of reporters to maintain two way 

communication from the ground results in a situation where 

information sent by on field reporters cannot be verified or clarified, 

and thus cannot be reported dutifully as news. The restrictions on 

movement also do not enable transferring of material and information 

from the Jammu bureau office to the Srinagar bureau office of 

Kashmir Times. The few newspapers that are functioning presently in 

Kashmir are largely recycling news telecast on national television, and 

the newspapers have red1,1ced their publication from the usual 12-16 

pages to 2-4 pages per issue of the newspaper. Local news reportage 
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by on-ground staffers of Kashmir based newspapers is almosr:Y,·;: fit A to. Go c 

II 4<'1 ,.4 
nil. I ._ llella. IV:f~Jf;flte 

EJtiJ 0 • ~19 

c,... """ ~·l h ..., -t;,"~tlt;h t. 

~ ~7 "' ·>~,u ftiTv (.l~.A 
8. When asked about the restrictions being imposed by securt~ 

personnel on journalists, Rohit Kansal, Principal Secretary Planning 

and Development and the official spokesperson for the J&K 

Government, in his earlier press briefing on 17.08.2019 said that, ''No 

restrictions on vehicles' . movement in J&K now". Again on 

02.09.2019, the official spokesperson for the J&K Government said in 

his press briefing, that day time restrictions- have been lifted in more 

than 90 percent of the State. Despite this official statement the 

~
...:;:;;_..:...., · security forces continue to restrict the movement of journalists in 
or41~, 

.~, 

o"< ..,"\~'' "\ Kashmir valley 
' <> .... ~\.)~ •r:", . 

0
. 't .t" (;"'~... " 

~.· .. J ~ .. "' '' r,.,, l "': . . 
~,00 · ,n~ ~" 

~.)\· ~\ q;. 
&? >t-:1/l.,~" "J..G-..~, :::!.// CENSORSHIP OF VIDEOS AND PHOTOS 

' "AMMU c:,~ 
~~ 9. That photo-journalists · and vidco-graphers have reported to being 

frequently hauled up by either the police or ·security forces and in 

several instances the photographs and videos shot by them have been 

forcefully deleted. A video-grupher working' for a foreign news 

agency, who requested anonymity out of fear, told the Editor-in-Chief 

that his video footage had been completely erased by the security 

forces. Photo-journalists andvidco-graphers are frequently required to 

show their recorded footage of the situation to those manning the 

security check-points in the city and its outskirts, in order to be able to 

carry the footage to their homes/offices. Thus videos and photographs 

are often subject to censorship and clearance by security forces. 
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CONTINUED COMMUNICATION BLOCKADE 

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS 
~ 

1 0. That despite the assurances of normalcy given in many fo 

senior government officials, a debilitating communication blockade 

continues as mobile and internet services remain shutdown across 

Kashmir valley, for almost one month now. Landlines too remain 

dysfunctional across parts of Kashmir. The landline at the Kashmir 

Times, Srinagar Bureau, is still dysfunctional. The journalists have no 

means of bilateral communication with their editor I bureau offices, 

and this significantly impacts the ability to verify and authenticate 

information. The c;ommunication blockade also impacts the ability of 

journalists to contact administrative and other public authorities to 

IS INADEQUATE - BREACHES AND 

IMPINGES ON INDEPENDENCE OF THE MEDIA 

11. That the State authorities have set up a makeshift media center 

in a private hotel named RK Sarovar Portico in Sonwar, Srinagar. 

This media center only has four computer systems, and a single 

mobile phone without internet facility for the use of all the press and 

media personnel. The internet seivice (broadband) available here is 

very slow, and photos and videos are next to impossible to transfer 

from here. With long queues of journalists waiting to make some 

contact with their bureau offices and editors, very little time is allotted 

to each journalist to transfer data. Thus, inevitably, only textual 

reports can be sent frmn the state provided media center. Alarminsly, 
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at this media centre, govenunent officials· are scrutinizing the1e.::.m: 

communication of journalists. Every journalist is expected tu .LI.UU!f'U 

information about the . person being called on the phone ~d 
.~~, 

information to be sent as news item. Thus the news being reported is 

constantly monitored, and journalists are working under constant fear 

of being marked and retaliated against if their news report is found 

unfavourable. 

12. That in a programme telecast on Mirror Now news channel on 

22.08.2019, commenting on the media centre, a local journalist says, 

"And·talking about this media facilitation center, so, there should be 

some, you know, boost in .the internet speed but it's a good step and 

talking about the phone, even tJuiugh the landlines have been restored 

' 
partially but if we go through the asp~ct, the main thing that plays the 

·important role in journalist's life is the internet connectivity. That 

should be restored because W<:~ don't have OB vans here, we don't 

have V sets here:" 

The programme is available at the following link on Mirror Now 

channel's official Face book page: . 

httns:/ /www.facebook.com/wat"bL?v=360260731548275 

[True transcript of the Mirror Now programme telecast on 22.08.2019 

is marked and annexed herein as Annexure P A-1 at Pages 16 - I g ] 

13. That in. a press briefing by Shri Rohit Kansal, the official 

spokesperson for the J&K Government, on 02.09.2019, it has been 

acknowledged that complaints about the inadequacy of facilities at the 

media center in Sonwar have been received from many journalists. 
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14. That it is respectfully submitted that this media centre cann~t in' ,·~t 
any manner be considered as satisfying the freedom of t~e pr~~$1 , :·, ; 

' . ~ > -\· ' 

<• ,, 

guaranteed under Article 19 of the Constitution of India, nor does it 

provide an enabling environment ·to· the press to function 

independently in Kashmir. 

NO .INFORMATION BEING ·PROVIDED ABOUT MEDICAL 

RECORDS 

1·5. That the Editor In-Chief or Kashmir Times, paid a visit to the 

main hospitals in Srinagar,. viz., Bone and Joint Hospital, Lal Ded 

Hospital and SMHS Hospital to report about the condition of medical 

faCilities available for the patients admitted. However neither the 

doctors attending to the patients nor the administrators were willing to 

disclose any infonnation about the stocks of medicines and services of 
~-~ :t:,;orr r;;~ 

{ •v · ~tto\ o. p,.., ..A• 

J. If"""·~~ .• ~ ~ J when complete ·Iockdown was enforced by the government in the 

.• <::,.. f..)(p Dt. 7 . 7a l Kashmir valley. The Nodal Oflicer, attached to the Principal, Govt 
7A.''::~fif()h ., ('t/) • ' ·. . 
~ <0,21, / . . ·. 
~ ..... ,:,~P" · Medical College, Srinagar, was unavailable for comments as he was 

doctors available on a daily basis since August 4, 2019, the night 

stated to be away on official duty for three days. 

16. In a news report carried by The Telegraph on 27.08.2019, it has 

been reported that a doctor narned Omar Salim was detained and 

taken to an undisclosed location within minutes of him addressing the . . 

media about the medical and humanitarian crisis that is resulting from 

the internet shutdown in Kashmir. As per reports, the doctor had held 
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report states, 

"Omar Salim, a urologist at the Government Medical Colle 

and new orders could not be placed. 

Dr Salim was detained on Mond'{V, ten minutes after speaking to the 

media in Srinagar, and his whereabouts is unknown." 

A video of the doctor being whisked away by security forces in a 

police vehicle minutes after speaking to a journalist from BBC Urdu 

has also surfaced, and the . same is . available at this link: 

https://scroll.in/latest/935259/j-k-restrictions-pdlice-take~away-

doctor-who-was-speaking-about-lwalth-crisis-in-the-state - . . . . 

On the night of August 28, Dr Sal.im Akhtar's brother tweeted_that he 

had fmally been released. 

[Tn1e typed copy of the news report dt. 27.08.2019 carried by The 

Telegraph, titled, "Kashmiri doctor arrested after wan1ing blackout 

could cause deaths", available at the below mentioned link is marked 

and annexed herein as Annexure P A-2 at Pages l Cf- d... I l 

Link:ht:ms://www.te~egraph~co.uk/news/2019/08/27/kashmiri-doctor-

arrested-warning-blackout-could-C!iUSe-deathst 

THREATS, INTil\tUDATION AND CHU .• LING EFFECT ON 

PRESS FREEDOMS 

17. That the constant monitoring of news reports being sent to 

bureau offices through the media center, the disregard for press cards 

and movement passes, and the deletion of photos and videos shot by 

journalists which represent the situation in Kashmir, is causing fear 
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':""'~.;;.::::~:';;~. 

/~~·~,~~E. rv(i)~>. 
and anxiety amongst journalists. With the communicatwri '(l:nd 4~ 

'>¥' 'P. G0~1'A 

information blackout prevailing in Kashmir, journalists fq~~th:t i~~$)t~~9 
fi6~;:lt~· ,. 

State authorities or security personnel were to target them'~or th!ilP r t .• ~~~~ ~ 
~ ~~,~~ ~ ~ . . ,,..,....,114 "{ \.: 

honest reporting, then they will have no avenue to seek protection'"'Rn~:Y 

justice. This· fear is generating a chilling effect on journalists, who 

have to be very careful not to annoy the authorities and security forces 

with their reportage, even though the same constitutes honest and 

impartial reporting. 

That the targeting of journalists and of people speaking to the 

Press, by security forces, has nlso been reported by many news 

agenc1es. 

a) In a news report carried by The Independent, an online news portal in 

the U.K., dt. 31.08.2019, instances of photojournalists being 

threatened by security forces and their media files being deleted has 

been documented. The article states, 

''Xuhaib Maqbool, a photojournalist who has worked in Kashmir for 

the last seven. years, is livingproof that journalists face the threat of 

physical force from the police -· dnd that this danger is not necessarily 

anew one. 

Xuhaib is blind in the left eye from an incident on 4 September 2016, 

when a policeman opened fire on him with a shotgun full of pellets -a 

"non-lethal" crowd control tool that has led to tens of thousands of 

injuries in the decades of separati.s·t unrest in the region. He believes 

the situation for journalists in Kashmir· is more dangerous and life-

threatening now than at any point in recent years. 
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Xuhaib says he was stopped by the Indian paramilitary fore 
d' ~ 

August, during a protest which bro. ke out ~fler the death of~! ~vt7t~;~~;;:~·~.;;:':"''t'~ 
, ~~w " 

Ayoub Khan, amid clashes where the forces had fired 'r g Y · ~·~t~Z' !li 
' . W\S.~~'I· \! 

, , ' V..f~IIIJiA'IJI I C",\'\, ~ 
He says the security forces refused to let Xuhaib and other accret:i#~ 

journalists take photographs documenting the protest, or even to stay 

and report it. "After nwny requests and pleading for half an hour, the 

policeman eventually told us to go, saying 'Chat nikal, agar idhar 

photo kheencha to haddiyan tod dunga' (go away, if you click any 

photographs here I'll break your bones), "recalls Xuhaib." 

' 
The report mentions another instance where a journalist was 

threatened and made to delete photos. It states, 

"In an incident the day qfter the government's 5 August 

announcement, a reporter for 111e Independent and a photographer 

were attempting to document the new restrictions when they came 

across an army checkpoint with an armoured vehicle - and an old TV, 

being used to control traffic. 

As they attempted to photograph the unusual scene, a group of 

policemen hauled the reporter out of his car, pulled his beard and 

forced him to unlock his phone and delete the photos. Fearing for his 

life, this reporter did so, but was later able to recover the images from 

a "recently deleted" file. As the police returned the journalists' 

identity cards, one officer threatened: ''I have all your details. If you 

use any [of these] pictures, I will ·kill you. "'' 

[True Typed Copy of the news report dt. 31.08.20 19 published by The 

Independent, titled, ''Kashmir: How journalists face harassment and 

threats of violence while reporting from behind India's 
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communications lockdown"; avai.lable at the below mentionydii~k is - "<-16~ 
marked and annexed herein as Aolncxure P A-3 at Pages <,?,2. . - 2 (,j' C" 
Link:httl!s://www .independent.co.llkln~ws/world/asia/kashmir-india•·: •: ·•: ' < ' 

,,,•c" 

j oumalist-violence-harass,men,!:p ross-frcedom:-~9083 99l.html 

b) In a report published by Al Jazcera on 01.09.2019, titled, "'We risk . . 

everything': Reporting Kashmir amid lockdown, harassment," it is 

reported that, 

"Many journalists cotnplained of being harassed by the security 

forces patrolling the streets. S Ahmad, who works as a videographer 

for an international TV channel, told Al Jazeera that he was forced to 

delete footage from his camera by the security officers after he 

recorded a protest in Srinagar. 

"1 was made to delete my footage at least three times. You give them a 

proof of the organisation you work for, but the forces don't listen," he 

said." 

~\. t')P 'rlf~ 

c:.J . 0.~ 'Vo.;.. . Gu 
It ctv.:.,~ ~\titled, "'We risk everything': Reporting Kashmir amid lockdo~n, 

eq . , r<re \ 
• A,.,> :> ~ ,:;_,J,, .: <Ja .•. arassment," available at the below mentioned link is marked and ·- ·~.,.e<o,;;:.:.._,/ . . 

[True typed copy of the report published by AI Jazeera on 01.09.2019, 

~--~ annexed herein as Annexure PA-4 at Pages ~2=1- .?2 ] 
Link:https://www,aljazeera.com/nt(ws/2019/08/risk-reporting-

kashmir-lockdown-harassment-}90830075931481.ht~l 

c) That it was reported by Newslaundry, India's independent News 

Media and Medi~ Critique platform, on 13.08.2019 in an article titled, 

"Pendrives & gumption: How journalists in Kashmir are dealing with 
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communications blockade," that journalists had also been ~t,f!lclied by 

security forces. It records, 
I 

' t 
! ~ 

>),.~ 

\.1 "· ' 

"There have been whispers about assault on scribes too. Adhordin?J.~~"'· \ . <\} ~ .. ~~'/ :'15~ ~~, ,;_;> 

""·,. ''"'"Mu 
one eyewitness, on A~tgust II, a group of four journalists headed-to----

Soura, a site of mass protests on the outskirts of Srinagar, where they 

~ere stopped by a personnel of the SOG (Special Operation Group). 

Journalists were not allowed to pass even after they displayed their 

identifications. The eyewitness alleges that when an argument ensued, 

th~ personnel thrashed one journalist on the leg with a lathi multiple 

times. This journalist worked for an international publication." 

[True typed copy of the Newslmmdry article dt. 13.08.2019, titled, 

ommunications blockade," available at the below mentioned link is 

marked and annexed herein as Annexure P A-5 at Pages 3 3 - Lf 1 ] 

19. That in an interview published in The Caravan on 29.08.2019, 

David Kaye; the· United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Promotion 

and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression, 
. . . 

has stated, 

"There is no question that . the government has a responsibility to 

maintain public order arid to protect the right to life and other human 
. . . 

rights values in Kashmir. But the shutting down of internet and the 

current situation is really quite draconian. Shutting down all 

communication is q disproportionate interference with the freedom of . . 

expression of people in Kashmir. It is as also an interference with the 

people of India's right to information about what the government is 
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doing and what is happening in Kashmir. For a democratic cou11Jryr}{1"'"~,~.,_.., ~ 
. .~ ~ '.' ' 

do so is quite unusual and unprecedented." .·~:>) 

The interview is available at the link mentioned below and a true copy!/ ' · 

of The Caravan's report dt. 29.0M.2019 is marked and annexed herein · 

1~.~ Annexure PA-6 at:Pages Ji.2.·- 5"" t ·] 
"{. 

J;;.i~:hws :/I caravanmagazine .in/ governll}e11~/ qavid -kaye-ka~hmir-• . . . 
~ ' . 

dfoconian-undemocratic-human-rights-vi()lation 

20. That the continuing communication shutdown, including 

internet and mobile services, as well as the debilitating restrictions on 

movement of journalists, is a severe breach of the rights and freedoms 

of the press and media as guaranteed under Articles 19, 21 and 14 of 

the Constitution of India. It is humbly submitted that administrative 

orders, everi ifthey pertain to the .interest of security, must conform to 

the Constitutional framework and cannot fall foul of the doctrine. of 

reasonableness and proportionality. The information blackhole 

resulting from the communication shutdown leads to the circulation of 

rumours and misinformation, and allows for fear and panic to set in. 

The local press and m.edia personnel in Kashmir have a right and a 

duty to ensure that the people of Kashmir know about the factual 

position on the ground in Kashn~ir. Unconstitutional fetters on the 

dual rights - of th~e press and m~dia to report and the right to know of 

the people of Kashmir; cannofbe sustained in law, much less on the 

basis of mere conjecture, alarm, suspicions and surmises. 

21. That the present affidavit has been prepared under my 

instructions and I have read and understood the contents of the same. 

r 
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22. That the contents of this ani davit are tnu;; and corre 

of my knowledge and belief, and as per the information 

record. 

23. That this affidavit is bonafide and no material details have been 

concealed therefrom. 

24. That the annexures to the present affidavit are true copies of 

their originals. 

~ 
DEPONENT 

VJ.t:RlFlCATION 

Verified at Jammu on this ~y-7( day of ~, 2019, that the contents 

of the above affidavit are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and 

belief, and as per the information available on record. No part of the above 

affidavit is false arid nothing material hus been concealed therefrom. 

~•ent!fJed tr .· 
·. Jv.l) 

~r:t""g.;/ a~d 
J4K~~~,-

~~. Y\~. 7 Jq[lf.W''-" 

~ 
DEPONENT 

~: '[·t?~ ',,, ¥, 
\. r; iJl • 11 ., ~ ~ '\', "' ~r--J : ~ ,,~~: ~ t f . 
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